Why I Love ANUW

“...women inspiring women”

“...gives me the opportunity to work on my own professional development while helping other women work on theirs”

“...learn from other women about managing a work/life balance, and grow your career”

“ANUW connected me with women throughout the entire university... and I am incredibly grateful for the relationships I have made”

“...become a mentor, and give back to other women colleagues at Northwestern”

“...deepen knowledge, develop skills, and build community among the women of Northwestern”

About ANUW

ANUW was founded in 1988 by a group of women in senior administration committed to enhancing the career development of women at Northwestern.

Our goals remain:
- Support women’s careers in administration
- Build a supportive network
- Foster community among female staff members
- Serve as role models and mentors for other women

While ANUW is primarily focused on women in staff positions at Northwestern, we always look to forming collaborative partnerships with other campus organizations.

Benefits

Membership in ANUW provides full access to over eight exciting events per year. From the Mentorship program to insightful Conversations with Nim, membership gives you access to networking, skill-building, and social events throughout the year. Being a part of ANUW also offers opportunities for professional development, since members can take leadership positions on ANUW’s programming, membership, mentoring, and publicity committees, or even be a part of the board.

http://www.northwestern.edu/anuw/
Contact us at anuw@u.northwestern.edu
Events

Each year, ANUW creates impactful programming for our members. Our programs range from an annual Fall Breakfast with a well-known speaker discussing important women's issues, to brown bag lunches with influential senior administrators, to specific skill-building workshops with dynamic facilitators. Our events educate members on professional development topics and provide a forum where professional women can come together from all over campus.

Through ANUW you can connect, learn, and grow.

Want to be a member? Visit the ANUW website at www.northwestern.edu/anuw/events to see a full list of events and discover how ANUW can help you fulfill your professional goals.

Membership

ANUW’s strength comes from its members. Women come to ANUW from every part of the University, encompassing both campuses and nearly every field of academic support. At over 500, our membership continues to grow year after year and is a testament to our networking potential.

Membership in ANUW is open to all staff members at Northwestern who self identify as women. Members pay nominal annual dues, which allow ANUW to deliver relevant, enjoyable programs throughout the year. Even if you do not have the time to attend ANUW’s events, please consider an annual donation in support of our goals and presence on campus. Your membership in ANUW is an investment in the incredible women who make Northwestern University the global leader it is.

“...committed to encouraging and supporting all women in administration at Northwestern University interested in professional development.”

http://www.northwestern.edu/anuw/
Contact us at anuw@u.northwestern.edu